Join the Alliance!

Make a difference in your community

**Upper Valley with Alliance**

- Trail Projects
- School Programs
- Homeschool Programs

**Upper Valley without Alliance**

Visit UVTRAILS.ORG to learn more
WE BUILD, MAINTAIN & ADVOCATE FOR OUR LOCAL TRAILS.
TOGETHER, WE MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN OUR COMMUNITIES.

- Building and maintaining publicly accessible trails.
- Supporting landowners to provide public trails on private lands.
- Hosting Trail Finder: the most comprehensive, trail database in VT/NH.

Equitable Access

- Encouraging outdoor recreation, better physical and mental health and a connection to nature.
- Ensuring our local trails are public pathways to better health and a connection to nature.
- Motivating thousands of children to be active outdoors with Passport to Winter Fun.

Physical & Mental Health

- Planning, building and maintaining sustainable trails.
- Encouraging trail stewardship and conservation with community partnerships.
- Inspiring the next generation of trail advocates with the UVTA High School Trail Corps.

Conservation & Sustainability

- Advocating for outdoor recreation as vital to sustainable economic growth.
- Attracting visitors to local trails and businesses with UVTA Events.
- Fostering alliances and partnerships that connect & strengthen communities.
- Increasing the visibility of our corporate sponsors.

Economic Development

VISIT UVTRAILS.ORG TO BECOME A MEMBER & JOIN THE ALLIANCE